CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Referring to the previous chapters, the researcher draws the conclusion that facing to the teacher’s concern towards insufficient qualification for lesson plan. The researcher decided to develop and design a new lesson plan. The lesson plan which was developed by the researcher is suitable to be used to support the material that students have been learned. Moreover, the lesson plan developed in this study is valid and eligible to be used in teaching speaking descriptive text for students grade X of culinary art program at SMK Negeri 10 Medan or any other equal institute of education.

B. Suggestion

By considering the conclusion mentioned above, there were three suggestions that the researcher gives, they were:

1. For the teachers; the benefit of the product lesson plan could enhanced the creations to develop lesson plan and provided more information in developing lesson plan about English speaking descriptive text especially in culinary art program.

2. For the students; by implementing the lesson plan by teacher, it could help the students to improve their ability in speaking and their interest in culinary art.
3. For the other researcher; in developing the lesson plan especially for the culinary art program it could stimulate the students to enrich their knowing about speaking descriptive text especially in their interest.